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A Response to Woodstock 99: Peace, Love, and Rage; Recontextualizing Editorial Biases in
NuMetal
Samuel Graff
As western societies have become increasingly socially progressive and broader swaths of the
American populace have acknowledged the importance of diversity and anti-racism, there has
been a notable amount of performative neoliberal gestures which posit solutions and seek
analysis by focusing on certain aspects of progress while ignoring material conditions. Perhaps
the most telling example is the characterization of President Obama as “a black president”
used somewhat disingenuously by both political parties as either proof that American racism is
over oras a deflection from more cogent left-leaning criticism. Much has been written about
the musical Hamilton and its colorblind interpretation of history, which reframes discussion
around the titular figure based on his racial background while skimming over the less savory
activities which he and out other founding fathers engaged in (Gendry). This broader
phenomenon of “liberal identity politics” has been heavily memified in both academic and
casual circles, leadingto the term “female drone pilots” as a catch-all for an establishment
tendency to prioritize diversity over any systemic change (Righi). Another aspect of this
interesting development in performative rhetoric is a categoric reframing of past trends and
movements along racial lines, one which gives birth to certain narratives which suit the goals
of a larger movement. This is not to downplay the importance of critical analysis of past
events, as there are often a multitude of legitimate class and race factors which feed into any
given movement, but to recognize that certain historical reviews fall prey to the neoliberal
tendency. In 2021, one such example is the HBO Documentary Woodstock 99: Peace, Love, and
Rage, a work which seeks to characterize the festival itself and the broader heavier alternative
music trend of the late 90s and early 2000sas a product of outright misogyny and racism.

To properly assess the documentary’s claims and provide effective rebukes and analysis,
summary of the festival itself, the music behind it, and the arguments which the movie
pursues is necessary. First, let us look at the “nu metal” genre for context. Nu metal (often
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stylized as nü metal) was an alternative movement which rose to prominence in the mid-90s,
reached a culturalpeak in the early 2000s and has since mostly fallen out of style regarding
mainstream popularity. The style, which takes its name from a slang term for “not metal” in
various Scandinavian languages, is a version of alternative rock with significant influence from
metal, hardcore and hiphop. There is considerable debate as to what artists actually ushered
in the genre, with groups like Rage Against the Machine, Faith No More and the Red Hot Chili
Peppers as usually credited as having influenced it. Most see Korn’s self-titled 1994 debut as
reifying the movement and establishing the genre tropes which bands like Limp Bizkit,
Slipknot and LinkinPark would further in the years to come. During its reign of surprising
commercial viability, nu metal’s most popular acts would consistently top sales charts, sell out
arenas worldwide and evencompete with pop acts like Britney Spears for music video airplay
on MTV’s popular “Total Requests Live” program. In a post-911 era, the notoriously apolitical
nu metal movement would give way to the more pointed conservatism of “post grunge” and
“butt rock.” While elements of the 90s sound and aesthetic manifest in several ways today,
and many of the era’s popular acts still enjoy immense popularity within heavy music, the
genre’s heyday is long gone and heavy, guitar-driven music will likely never impact popular
music in the way nu metal did. The most notable acts which performed at Woodstock 99 were
nu metal groups, hence the genre connection to the event.

The festival Woodstock 99 itself was a notoriously ill-fated homage to the event in the 60s
which is generally regarded as a cultural milestone. Promoters of the 90s sought to recapture
the magic with healthy commercial incentive and after a successful festival but small event in
94,looked to create the defining event of the new millennium. These aspirations were soon
dashed, as immense corner-cutting measures combined with unfortunate timing to create a
uniquely awful festival experience. The summer weather, which reached upwards of 100
degrees for all three days of the festival’s weekend, paired with questionable hydration and
sanitation planning as well as an undertrained and understaffed security force to culminate in
mayhem. Several concert attendees died due to heatstroke, the festival grounds themselves
were looted and destroyed and the whole event has garnered a reputation in pop culture for
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its utter failure. With this notoriety in mind, there have been relatively few definitive media
works on Woodstock 99 following its initially press explosion immediately after the fact. This
brings us to Garrett Price’sdocumentary Woodstock 99: Peace, Love and Rage, the first high
profile account of the festival and one which seeks to provide a definitive account of the illfated event as well as recontextualize its failures as unique to the 90s and the scene which
propelled it.

Price’s documentary is rather conflicted thematically and many of its definitive arguments
about the broader cultural failings of the late 90s and nu metal specifically are directly
contradicted soon after Price’s point is made. For the sake of organization, I will present the
documentary’s arguments straightforwardly as they initially appear and note their supposed
contradictions in my own rebuttal of the piece afterwards. I also recognize that the movie was
written and produced by a variety of voices with differing opinions and beliefs and that no
modern work of cinema is truly the work of one person. For simplicity’s sake, I will refer to the
author of the piece and its arguments as Price with this in mind.

Price’s thesis in the documentary seems to be that nu metal as a genre and cultural
movement was inherently misogynistic, racist, and built entirely on consumerism. By
extension, the failure of Woodstock 99 as a festival echoes a failure within nu metal to reckon
with these impulses. The assumptions about nu metal and “aggressive white male music” are
generally echoed in the broader worlds of academia and Price uses music journalists from a
variety of backgrounds to voice these points across a helping of footage from the festival
itself. In making these arguments, however, Price falls into a number of flawed assumptions in
line with neoliberal identity politics. The documentary’s points are ultimately flaccid in the
face of a morethree-dimensional perspective which accurately weighs the importance of
material circumstancesin its assessments.
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The first assertion which Price posits has to do with the racism of Woodstock 99 and by
extension, nu metal. The film cites the relative lack of black performers at the festival and the
anecdotal experience of one of the festival goers. In the journal of an individual who was
killed during the mayhem of Woodstock’s 2nd day, this is written: “Wycleaf Jean were, well
ok. It goes back to what my mom always said about not saying anything at all if you have
nothing niceto say.” This individual’s dismissal is used alongside accounts of Wycleaf Jean
and DMX’s performances to justify the festival’s racism. Wycleaf Jean had bottles thrown on
stage during an extended jam session, which Price uses to demonstrate a general animus
towards black performers at the event. DMX, a commercial juggernaut at the time of the
festival who was able to bridge the gap between gangster rap trends and nu metal
aggression in his heyday, engaged the crowd in a call-and-response where he encouraged all
attendees to shout the n word, to whichmany of them obliged. According to the
documentary, these key moments demonstrate the overall callousness and racial insensitivity
of the predominantly white audience, and these conclusions can be drawn of Nu metal as
well. Additionally, the nature of the genre—a “dumbing down” of the funk and r&b elements
of hip-hop while melding rap’s more aggressivetendencies with rock—is a form of cultural
appropriation. One with historical precedent where white artists use elements of black
culture for their own gain while ignoring its roots.

Said conclusions are entirely consistent with the popular academic perceptions of nu metal,
which generally see it as a demonstration of white rage of which racism and appropriationare
inherent. Authors like Middleton have used sales figures and demographic statistics in
combination with American music history to argue this point. For him, the overwhelmingly
white nature of its consumers and the deep-red leanings of nu metal’s biggest states is
enough to draw this conclusion. When coupled with the inarguable musical appropriation of
rock and eventually rap (one which nu metal would engage in doubly so) the genre’s racism is
apparent (Middleton, Beebe). If not as an explicit view held by its audience, then one held
through implication.
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Much of Woodstock 99’s airtime is devoted to showcasing the misogyny of the event andthe
underlying biases which allowed sexism to permeate the event. As with the lack of black
performers, Price pays much attention to the fact that only 3 female artists played at the
festival, one for each day. One journalist says on this topic: “the festival felt like it was for
angry white dudes, by angry white dudes.” Alongside the lack of representation, the generally
sexist media coverage and attitudes from certain performers are cited several times.
According to multiple voices in the documentary, the festival had the air of a frat party where
camera man seemed moreinterested in capturing scantily clad women than the performers
itself. The relative lack of top wear amongst great portions of the female attendees is
mentioned time and time again and key performance moments are shown. One shows Rosie
Perez appearing on stage to an overwhelming crowd chant of “show your tits” while another
shows Dexter Holland of The Offspring calling for an end of molestation among female crowd
surfers before erupting into “Self Esteem.” Elsewhere, Kid Rock is shown delivering the
misogynist “Monica Lewinsky is awhore and Bill Clinton is a pimp” line during his set. Finally,
the rampant sexual assault of Woodstock 99 is covered heavily in the documentary’s latter
end. It seems the lack of security, amount of public nudity, total dehydration and plentiful
drug use paired with the nightmare of having 350,000 people crowded into one place and
ushered in an unfortunate amount of rape. Aswith the previous assertion, Price ties the
inherent flaws of Woodstock 99 to nu metal once more.Electronic artist Moby says this on
the matter: “it was all misogyny and homophobia and the rape frat boy culture of Woodstock
99.”

Likewise, this assumption is also echoed in plenty of academic writing on nu metal.
In “Hypermasculinity and Heavy Metal,” Rogers and Deflam write on the hypermasculine
performance element of rock through the ages, focusing on \hard rock legends like Led
Zeppelin, hair metal bands like Def Leppard and eventually even Limp Bizkit. For these
authors, the hypermasculinity represents an artist’s need to embody the most extreme
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elements of its national identity. In an American context, this means embracing the masculine
bravado and valor which has been long mythologized in reference to our founding fathers as
well as war heroes. In this sense, misogyny or fundamentalist views of sex and gender are
innate to that embodiment. The song “Nookie” by Limp Bizkit is used as justification for this in
nu metal. Its lyrics, which are told from the perspective of a spurned Fred Durst freshly out of
a sour relationship, feature nuggets like “my girlie ran away with my pay when fellas came to
play, now she’s stuck with my homies that she fucked” and “she put my tender heart in a
blender and even still I surrendered.” The song’s success during this period and other
misogynistic nu metal hits like Disturbed’s “down with the sickness” (a track which features
anextended bridge where vocalist David Draiman repeatedly calls his mother a “whore” and a
“bitch”) are thus proof of nu metal’s hypermasculine embodiment and clear bigoted streak.

Price’s final main argument about nu metal in his documentary is that the festival’s ultimate
undoing was its overreliance on commercial interests above all else. This point is once more
extended to the genre of nu metal as a whole. In the context of Woodstock 99, this is a fairly
clear argument to make as nearly all of the festival’s largest issues were directly spurned by
the cost-cutting measures partaken in by its organizers. The lack of security, nourishment and
shelter directly bled into the festival’s other major downfalls, and all were a result of cutting
corners for maximum profit. On nu metal, though, Price attempts to make clear how cynical
the genre was with its target audience. The documentary spends a decent amount of time
establishing Nirvana and their contemporaries as utterly progressive and intent on creating
outsider music for outsiders. The work then juxtaposes this with nu metal which it cites as
existing solely for monetary gain. On this topic, Moby asserts “it sounds simple I know, but if
you want to know why nu metal became such a thing, it was purely commercial. The industry
realized they could make more money by marketing to a larger demographic.”

As far as academic support on this specific school of thought, there is relatively little. Most
Marxist frames of analysis will recognize that commodities produced in a free-market system
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will inherently be created for profit and that artistic value is likely secondary. Scholars like
Hesmondhalgh have written extensively about the dissonance this creates in works like Why
Music Matters. Yet, there does not appear to be a single academic article or journal that
focuses specifically on nu metal with this lens in regard to grunge. There is however a large
amount of popular journalism on the post-grunge and butt rock movements which were born
afterwards. For example, Tom Breihan’s article for Stereogum “Meet Austrailian TikTok Emo
Rapper The Kid Laroi, The Sad-RapSilverchair” uses the post-grunge movement as a definitive
example for when commercial incentives overtake an alternative scene. This sentiment is
generally mirrored, yet it does notusually extend to nu metal the way Price does.

Now that Price’s arguments against nu metal from Woodstock 99 are clearly established, an
effective rebuttal can now be issued. Generally, Price falls into the trap of “female drone
pilots” or at least elicits the same baggage that this distinction comes with. He attempts to
craft anarrative informed more so by retroactive identity politics than the commercial and
material woes at the heart of festival’s failure. Price utterly ignores nu metal’s potential for
collective flourishing and downplays the sound’s ability to manifest the working-class woes of
the late 90s,instead focusing solely on one event and one thematic reading of its context. In
actuality, nu metal successfully embodied the suburban malaise of its era. Its unfortunate
tendencies were products of the time which also manifested in other popular cultural
artifacts. To blame or to even insinuate that the downfalls of Woodstock 99 were the fault of
this music genre rather than poor planning and cost-cutting measures is asinine and
demonstrates an authorial focus on reframing history around identity metrics rather than a
more nuanced Marxian-influenced reading.

The first assessment of Woodstock 99’s racism is broadly off base. Was the festival racist? Of
course, but only so in the same way that all institutions or media events are as they exist in a
society which is inherently racist. More diversity is always a good thing, but Price’s example of
a single audience member finding Wycleaf Jean boring is almost laughably trivial and in no
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way belies a malicious intent from the hundreds of thousands of audience members. Similarly,
the performer having bottles thrown at him during his set is an interesting choice of inclusion,
as this happened during nearly every performance of the weekend. The DMX exampleis
almost as ludicrous. Obviously, a crowd of white people shouting the n word would be
considered atrocious by today’s standards, but if anything, this belabored point demonstrates
a collective rising beyond racial boundaries through the transcendent power of a black
performer encouraging unity. In contrast to these points, the cultural appropriation critique of
nu metal is entirely valid. It is important to note however that this holds true for certain
groups far more thanothers. Kid Rock, as a rap-rock act is clearly indebted to black music and
should have likely demonstrated an understanding of dynamic at some level. Yet, artists like
Korn, Slipknot and Linkin Park, all multi-platinum juggernauts of the era, clearly had their
roots firmly planted a metal background and are far more emblematic of the broader swath of
popular new metal acts. Even then, vocalists like Corey Taylor of Slipknot and Mike Shinoda of
Linkin Park who do rap on occasion have shown clear reverence to the style’s history and
spoken at length about a certain level of white appropriation. Price’s assertions about racism
then seem almost intentionally misleading. A more understandable societal critique is
eschewed for an anecdotal narrative that incorrectly characterizes the movement.

The critiques of misogyny which the documentary levies hold far more water yet are once
again showcased in a seemingly disingenuous way which ignores the trends in music at the
time. Clearly the bookers should have included more female acts amongst the lineup and the
overall misogyny of the festival grounds is abhorrent. Yet, the coverage and even actions of
the festival goers is unfortunately far from unusual. This was the era of “girls gone wild”
where casual sexism was generally accepted. Even concerning the rampant sexual assault at
the festival, this was and still is apropos for gigantic gatherings. Woodstock 69 had an untold
number of sexual assaults which are often glossed over and even Lollapalooza and the first
few Coachella’s are infamous for the number of women they subjected to assault. The “frat
boy attitude” which surrounded the grounds and certain performers are once again
unfortunate, but this was also clearly visible in adjacent events at the time. In regard to nu
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metal specifically, it is without doubt that individual songs in the larger canon had a penchant
for misogyny. Once more, however, this was far from unique to the genre in the late 90s.
Incredibly successful rappers like Biggie and Tupac had songs which prominently featured
misogyny and homophobia and even more traditional rock and pop artists did the same. It is
easy to forget that this was culturally acceptable until very recently and singling out nu metal
as the embodiment of these sentiments ispeculiar. Broader lyrical examinations of nu metal
will find that, more than anything else, the genre is concerned with feelings of self-loathing
and inadequacy linked to introspection and has more to do lyrically with Price’s prized grunge
movement. At times said lyricism could reach points of self-parody but genre staples like
Korn’s “Blind” or System of a Down’s “Chop Suey” are visceral and incredibly personal tunes
which stand for the majority rather than the minority.

Finally, Price’s assertion that nu metal was a cynical commercial force is simply incorrect. As
far as the festival itself is concerned, it is abundantly clear that commercial incentives
outweighed everything else, but this does not extend to nu metal as a genre. When Korn’s
debut record released in 94, the popular rock landscape was utterly preoccupied with postgrunge and more accessible takes on alternative rock. This remained the case until about a 3year period from 98 to 2001 where nu metal was the most popular rock-based style. Price
insists on pushing a narrative where nu metal as a response to grunge sought to mainstream
the sound by “embracing the troglodyte elements” but this is ahistorical. The aptly named
post-grunge movement was defined by artists like Weezer and Alanis Morrissette who
embraced the irony of grunge but repackaged that notion into straightforward pop rock. In
reality, the nu metal boom happened as a result of several artists chasing the commercial
heights of Korn and was solidified with Limp Bizkit’s sophomore album Significant Other in
98. This was far from a conscious, label-orchestrated movement as Korn ushered in the
sound organically after tinkering in the underground for years and there is a clear gap of
about 4 years where almost no nu metal bands achieved mainstream popularity. There are
plenty of atrocious acts from the genre’s heyday where industry forces made blatant cash
grabs, but the same can be said for virtually any style ofpopular music.
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Where Price’s messaging gets particularly confusing, is where he directly contradicts his
documentary’s prevailing narrative by tapping into legitimate material grievances of the 90s.
One interviewee aptly states “there was the underlying fear that nobody knew what was
happening. These artists tapped into something very real.” Often overshadowed by the utter
moral blackness of the early 2000s, the late 90s were a bleak time for the average “working
class” American citizen. Despite widespread economic growth, wages had simply stopped
rising as a consequence of Reaganite protections. Suddenly, the US was involved in global
operations which seemingly had no importance to most Americans. After the one two punch
of Iran contra and operation desert storm juxtaposed with a broad anti-war sentiment and
the confusion which arose after Soviet Union’s collapse, Americans felt as if they had virtually
no control over their government or the rest of the world. It is no coincidence that movies
like Happiness or AmericanBeauty or later Donnie Darko or a show like The Sopranos were
born out of this period. People across suburbia were suddenly aware of the utter emptiness
of certain existences and the long- term consequences that these could have. People were
angry, confused, and saddened and no onehad any idea what to do about any of it and nu
metal perfectly captured these feelings of the time. As Fred Durst says during the breakdown
of Limp Bizkit’s Woodstock 99 performance: “Break stuff, time to reach deep down inside
and take all that negative energy and let all that shit out of your fucking system.” This
catharsis was what nu metal meant to so many people.

Heavy, angsty and immensely personal music suddenly burst onto the mainstream in way
which it simply never had and was it any coincidence why so many people related to it and
turned it into a global phenomenon? For the first time in modern history, there was a popular
art form which acutely distilled the woes of a working class experience into audio form. Nu
metal’s down-tuned guitars mimicked the methodical engine roars of a workplace commutes,
its vocals captured the unspoken anguish of day laborers and for a generation suddenly raised
on hip hop asmuch as rock, the genre-bending allowed it an utterly unique appeal across
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racial and class lines. That is why Price’s insistence on the documentary’s positions seems
utterly bizarre. At one pointan interviewer even says, “if you look at a lot of the culture and
what was going on at the time, it’s bigger than nu metal and it’s bigger than Limp Bizkit.” In
fact, the final section of the documentary even doubles down and recognizes that material
circumstances are really what cause events like this and that festivals have never been
idealistic utopias of peace, love and understanding. It quite literally ends by implying
Woodstock 69 was also horrendous and the only thing separating the two was late 90s media
coverage obsessed with manufacturing fear unrest. As viewers, we are left with discussion of
Coachella and modern music festivals andthe stunning line: “if you wanna assert power, you
just have to be a very wealthy person.”

Realistically, the failures of Woodstock 99 can be attributed to atrocious festival planningand
weather aided by a general class resentment. This is a conclusion which Price hints at
throughout Woodstock 99: Peace, Love, and Rage but is complicated with an insistence on
reframing the failures of the event through the pitfalls of nu metal. The whole notion of
broader cultural analysis through a singular event or narrative is inherently flawed as history is
an ever-evolving mass of nuance informed by cultural and sociopolitical forces. Price and his
team havefallen into the trap which Lin Manuel-Miranda did in 2016 and have a created a work
which attempts to rewrite history through a neoliberal sense of identity politics. In doing so,
they haveutterly ignored the positives of nu metal and have unconsciously crafted a classist
narrative which demonizes the most popular style of rock from the late 90s with false
accusations of bigotry. The intent of this maneuver is utterly puzzling, and it turns an otherwise
thorough documentary into a frustrating web of poor historical readings. Price’s work is torn
between theconflicting impulse of colorblind class erasure and legitimate material criticisms.
This paradoxical duality is scarily similar to the challenging fine line which progressive advocates
must navigate in 2021. As broader left-wing positions become more popular and widely
recognized, the policy makers and historical accountants must strive for three-dimensional
viewings of issues which encompass class in addition to social identity. Too much focus on the
latter can promote ahistorical narratives which unintentionally steelman the arguments of the
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opposition. Nonetheless, we are stuck in between an impulse to characterize quantities based
purely on superficial identities and recognize meaningful imbalances in the systems we
perpetuate. In the eternal words of Korn’s Jonathan Davis: “stuck in this place where I can’t
escape, screaming and crawling from deep inside”.
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